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Dear Claire,
Good morning.
I hope this finds you well, in good spirit and having a good day.
This is Tony Farrell writing.
Further to my email to Andy Burnham's office dated 3rd April, in which I brought
to your attention JAH's/Muad'Dib's Hillsborough Ripple Effect film, and thank
you again for your helpful reply on 18th April, I would now, in addition, like
to bring to Andy's attention the following related article, entitled "The
Persistent Widow".
http://jahtalk.thefarrellreport.net/the-persistent-widow/
Regarding Hillsborough, Andy has obviously met a few of those "Persistent
Widows", given his tremendous support for the families of the 96, so we think he
would greatly benefit from appreciating the true meaning of the parable, as it
relates to where we are in 2017, with respect to their campaign for truth and
justice against the Unjust Judge.
Besides featuring a number of "Persistent Widows" he knows personally, the
article mainly focuses in on the actions and reflections of James Jones, and to
a slightly lesser degree Phil Scraton, but it does also touch on some crucially
important issues of direct relevance to Andy's ongoing work in support of the
families. Orgreave and The Hillsborough Law, are two examples of where this is
so.
We applaud several of the courageous stances and very eloquent speeches Andy
Burnham has made in support of the families of the 96, one of which is featured
in The Hillsborough Ripple Effect documentary film, and so we genuinely feel
he would greatly benefit from gaining a much deeper appreciation of the profound
spiritual message within Jesus' parable, as used so often, about the
Hillsborough grievance, by the former Bishop of Liverpool.
JAH, who is the Hillsborough Ripple Effect producer, is mentioned specifically

in the final verse of Jesus' parable (verse 8), and JAH would very much welcome
contact from Andy, should Andy remotely grasp the true meaning of the message
within. We want him to help Andy gain some invaluable insight, because all our
current breed of politicians and blind guides in the church and the judicial
system are sadly, bereft of this.
Therefore, I ask you to kindly bring this email and "The Persistent Widow"
article, to Andy's attention.
Thanking you in anticipation of your kind assistance.
Best wishes
Tony Farrell

